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By Dolph Gotelli

Source Book Publ., Half Full Press. Hardcover. Condition: New. 360 pages. Dimensions: 12.1in. x
10.3in. x 1.2in.Designer and collector Dolph Gotelli creates wondrous Christmas displays by
combining his various collections into exquisite celebratory installations. Inspired by his
international travel, a Neapolitan crche is flanked by a jeweled textile from Rajasthan, a Mexican
angel is surrounded by Chinese paper garlands, and Christmas trees are adorned with German
ornaments and Victorian ephemera. Gotellis whimsical designs are presented in a series of creative
tablescapes documented from assorted installations. In his design for a fantasy tea party at the
Filoli Mansion near San Francisco, the entire tabletop, frosted like a cake, displayed a wonderful
variety of confections, including a sugarplum fairy alighting next to a glass-domed gingerbread
castle. The china teacups and dessert plates, complete with the image of Santa, were set among
trees composed of every imaginable candy, chocolate molded figures, and lollipops. This
spectacular chronicle of Gotellis work would be welcome under any Christmas tree. This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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Simply no phrases to clarify. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Noa h Cum m er a ta  IV-- Mr . Noa h Cum m er a ta  IV

This type of publication is every thing and got me to seeking in advance plus more. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I
am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Sonya  K oss-- Sonya  K oss
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